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ABOUT WADE IN
WADE IN bridges physical geographies with the flow of the digital image. Organized 
by Eastern Edge Gallery this international artist-sharing project combines a series of 
contemporary video and new media art screenings and artist-orientated workshops 
in St. John’s, Reykjavik, Cork, Toronto, and Victoria (BC) throughout 2014-2015.

Participating curators include Eva Isleifsdottir (Reykjavik), Chris Clarke (Cork), Michelle 
Jacques (Victoria), Zach Pearl (Toronto), and Mary MacDonald/Jason Penney (St. 
John’s). Each of the 42 artists selected by the 5 curators will be shown at Eastern 
Edge Gallery throughout the year and re-combined, pooled, and organized for 
screenings in Canada and abroad. 

This evening’s screening LOST IN THE SIGNALS is number 3 of 6 planned screenings 
at Eastern Edge Gallery in St. John’s. Additional screenings at EEG and around the 
world, information about our upcoming professional development workshop series, 
and curator information can be found at www.wadeinvideo.com

Lost in the Signals
Run time: 56:06

With video games, social media, email, and movies like: You’ve Got Mail, Lawnmower 
Man, and Johnny Mnemonic; we always knew the Internet was going to change us 
for better or for worse. Initially we thought the information superhighway was going 
to be an equalizing force within society; however this has not been the case. The 
Internet has become a mouth piece for numerous opinions. These opinions are given 
the same access to attention whether they are critically informed or not. Viral stories 
populate newsfees, replacing researched journalism. Ethical standards of these 
stories are suspect at best and loosely veiled hate speech at worst. Furthermore, 
navigating the Internet has become difficult as social media intervienes in every 
individual’s life, acting as a public relations agency, every misdeed or anomalous 
action needing immediate crisis management.

There was a time when we reveled in technology’s potential. We were excited when it 
did what we wanted and screamed and cried when it failed. Tonight’s selected artists 
all revisit technology’s potential for growth, innovation, and discovery, challenging us 
to revisit our initial hopes that “new” media offered. Here, personal nostalgia mixed 
with technological indifference offers a refreshing reboot. - Jason Penney

UPCOMING SCREENINGS 
November 15 - Sounds, Spells, and Song, Eastern Edge Gallery, 8pm
December 5 - Theatre of the Absurd, Eastern Edge Gallery, 8pm
February 18 - Formalism Refreshed, The Rooms Provincial Art Gallery, 7pm 

THANK YOU
Tonight’s screening would not be possible without the generous support of our 
public and private sponsors. Thank you to the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency, 
the Canada Council for the Arts, the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador, the 
City of St. John’s, and the Newfoundland and Labrador Arts Council. A special thanks 
to our participating curators, Scott Courish, Eastern Edge Gallery’s Board of Directors, 
our volunteers, and our selected artists. 

Mark Adams  The World of Television (JM) 
Mark Adams received a bachelor’s degree in visual art from Memorial University of Newfoundland. His recent art practice has 
focussed on exaggerations of contemporary design culture and internet images, and his current work is about sarcasm and 
bad jokes, made into bold and symbolic statements in traditional media. His work has been shown in solo and group exhibitions 
across Canada and internationally. She has been the recipient of Newfoundland and Labrador Arts Council grants and is part of 
many artist-run organizations like VANL-CARFAC. Mark currently lives in St. John’s Newfoundland and Labrador.

Alan Butler  The Conversation (CC)
The Conversation (2013) uses 400 TED talks video to reconstruct an interview between Glenn Beck and Cody Wilson (the 
designer of the first 3D-printable handgun). The conversation between these two libertarians explores the potential implications 
of 3D-printable firearms upon societies and the internet. Alan Butler (b. Dublin, 1981) graduated from the National College of Art 
and Design, Dublin in 2004 with a BA in Fine Art specializing in new media and Lasalle College of the Arts, Singapore in 2009 
with a MA in Fine Art. Butler’s work since has been featured in many solo and group projects/exhibitions some of which include: 
The Institute of Contemporary Art, Singapore; Hatje Cantz Con prefazione di Angela Vettese, Venice; École Nationale Supérieure 
des Beaux-Arts, Paris; Temple Bar Gallery & Studios, Dublin. 

Paul Wong  Disoriental (MJ)
This version of Disoriental, the third in a series, uses St. John’s as its site and was created specifically for Wade-In. The first 
iteration of Disoriental was created for Digital Visions, an exhibition and online project curated by Systaime, for which 15 
international artists were invited to create new digital works responding to 15 different sites in Limousin, France. Each artist 
responded to the city via an online perspective, utilizing different web based platforms to explore and create new works. Paul 
Wong (b. Prince Rupert, 1954) is a media-maestro making art for site specific spaces and screens of all sizes. He is an award 
winning artist and curator who is known for pioneering early video art in Canada, founding several artist-run groups, leading 
public arts policy, and organizing events, conferences and public interventions since the 1970s. Wong has shown and produced 
projects throughout North America, Europe and Asia. His works are in many public collections including: National Gallery of 
Canada, the Museum of Modern Art (New York), the Canada Council Art Bank (Ottawa), and the Vancouver Art Gallery.

Peter Rahul  Modem Mantra (ZP)  
Visualizing the spiritual connection between the physical and digital self, Modem Mantra cycles endlessly, connecting and 
disconnecting simultaneously. The near instantaneous Wi-Fi connection of 2014 is a far stretch from the Ethernet days of dial-up. 
With this newfound ability to engage the digital realm at home and on-the-go, the meditative dial-up tone has become a mantra 
of a generational misfit; the 90s child who neither identifies as online or offline. Peter Rahul is a Toronto-based digital media 
artist specializing in glitch methodologies. As a techno-archaeologist, Rahul explores the limits of vintage electronics in hopes 
of discovering unknown functions. Since graduating from OCAD University in 2013, Rahul’s work has been exhibited in Toronto, 
New York, Bordeaux & Milan.

Megan Dickie  Collison Course (MJ) 
Collision Course is a video trilogy. The project investigates struggle in relation to contemporary art, art history and popular 
culture. Each video in the trilogy uses the visual qualities of 1980’s video games as a platform to look at our fascination with 
observing human struggle; in particular struggle that is fictional and without consequence. Dickie has exhibited across Canada 
and in the United States, with recent exhibitions at Oxygen Art Centre, Nelson, BC, Latitude 53, Edmonton, AB, Stride Gallery, 
Calgary, AB, Grunt Gallery, Vancouver BC, the Nanaimo Art Gallery, the Art Gallery of Greater Victoria, the Kenderdine Art Gallery, 
Saskatoon, SK, and Deluge Contemporary Art, Victoria, BC. She holds a BFA from the University of Calgary and an MFA from the 
University of Saskatchewan. Dickie has been awarded several grants from the British Columbia Arts Council and the Canada 
Council for the Arts. She currently teaches sculpture and printmaking at the University of Victoria.

Hannah Epstein  Piss Paint + The Immoral Ms. Conduct (JM) 
Hannah Epstein is an independent game designer and mixed-media artist currently based in Toronto. She studied Philosophy 
at the University of King’s College, Folklore at Memorial University of Newfoundland and Labrador and recently completed a 
residency at the Canadian Film Centre’s Media Lab. Of mixed Latvian and Russian-Jewish heritage, Hannah draws on her liminal 
identity to drive a psychedelic and collage/craft inspired aesthetic. Her game titles include, Cats Breaking Antiques, The Immoral 
Ms. Conduct and McMickey & Air Jordan’s Hyperspace Safari! In her video Piss Paint the urban streets are marked with crude 
graffiti, identifying those who call a particular neighbourhood home. This sound similar to the animal behaviour of marking 
territory by pissing around their territory. Piss Paint draws this connection by using paint to create urine stains around the city 
scape. For the The Immoral Ms. Conduct viewers are invited to play the game by navigating a series of linked videos on the ever 
popular YouTube. It’s a Choose Your Own Adventure for the new millenium. 

Brianna Lowe  Pre Teen Dreams (ZP) 
Brianna Lowe is multi-disciplinary artist working in video, 3D animation and collage. She is interested in the different 
interpretations of how the environment is experienced through the mediation of different digital media, such as appropriation 
of stock photos, web interfaces and video loops. Lowe studied at OCAD University, experimenting in painting, printmaking and 
installation there. She spends far too much time on the internet and is currently eking out an existence in Toronto. Grounded 
in the theme of natural landscapes, but draped in the ethereal colours and patterns of psychedelia, Lowe makes work that is at 
once familiar and playfully unsettling.

Curator key:    (CC) - Chris Clarke     (JM) - Jason Penney and Mary MacDonald                  
(MJ) - Michelle Jacques     (ZP) - Zach Pearl     (EI) - Eva Isleifsdottir 
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